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Graphical Abstract

In Brief
Nakayama et al. find that the inner body skeleton of sponges is constructed by mechanisms fundamentally different from the known skeleton formation of animals. The spicules are dynamically transported by newly discovered “transport cells,” and the iteration of sequential mechanical reactions of player cells builds up sponges’ skeletons spicule by spicule.

Highlights

- Live imaging shows dynamic transport and assembly of spicules in E. fluviatilis
- Newly discovered “transport cells” carry and finally push spicules through epithelia
- Raised-up spicules are cemented by collagen expressed in basal epithelial cells
- Iteration of “transport-pierce-raise-up-cementation” constructs the skeleton
SUMMARY

Animal bodies are shaped by skeletons, which are built inside the body by biomineralization of condensed mesenchymal cells in vertebrates [1, 2] and echinoderms [3, 4], or outside the body by apical secretion of extracellular matrices by epidermal cell layers in arthropods [5]. In each case, the skeletons’ shapes are a direct reflection of the pattern of skeleton-producing cells [6]. Here we report a newly discovered mode of skeleton formation: assembly of sponges’ mineralized skeletal elements (spicules) in locations distant from where they were produced. Although it was known that internal skeletons of sponges consist of spicules assembled into large pole-and-beam structures with a variety of morphologies [7-10], the spicule assembly process (i.e., how spicules become held up and connected basically in staggered tandem) and what types of cells act in this process remained unexplored. Here we found that mature spicules are dynamically transported from where they were produced and then pierce through outer epithelia, and their basal ends become fixed to substrate or connected with such fixed spicules. Newly discovered “transport cells” mediate spicule movement and the “pierce” step, and collagen-secreting basal-epithelial cells fix spicules to the substratum, suggesting that the processes of spiculous skeleton construction are mediated separately by specialized cells. Division of labor by manufacturer, transporter, and cementer cells, and iteration of the sequential mechanical reactions of “transport,” “pierce,” “raise up,” and “cementation,” allows construction of the spiculous skeleton spicule by spicule as a self-organized biological structure, with the great plasticity in size and shape required for indeterminate growth, and generating the great morphological diversity of individual sponges.

RESULTS

Sponges have unique internal body skeletons composed of fine spicules connected into pole-and-beam structures in a manner similar to architectural construction [7-10]. Siliceous spicules are produced intracellularly in sclerocytes [11-14] and are thought to be released when they mature (Figure 1A). Spicules are fixed to the substrate by embedding in thickened collagenous matrix under the basal epithelium (basopinacoderm) or are coated and connected by collagenous matrix, according to electron microscopic studies in demosponges (which constitute more than 90% of sponge species, including
Ephydatia) [8, 15]. How spicules are assembled has remained a mystery, mainly because of the lack of studies at the cellular and spicule levels.

To investigate skeleton construction of demosponges from the earliest phase, we are focusing on gemmule hatching, a form of asexual reproduction in the freshwater demosponge Ephydatia fluviatilis whereby a functional miniature sponge develops from a group of totipotent stem cells packed inside a gemmule [16] (Figure 1B). Our previous work using a sclerocyte lineage marker we identified, EflSilicateinM1, showed that spicule production could be detected in sclerocytes scattered in the sponge body around stage 2 and continues thereafter (Figure 1B) [12, 13].

**Spicules Are Dynamically Moved and Then Become Held Up**

By obtaining side-view images of juvenile sponges captured by placing a mirror in a microscope’s light path, we clearly showed that spicule holding-up starts around stage 2.5, and that skeleton construction continues along with sponge growth (Figure 1C).

For live imaging, we labeled spicules via incorporation of a fluorescent dye from the culture medium during spicule production, inspired by diatom studies [17]. From time-lapse movies of the side-view images, we found that spicules are held up one by one from an almost flat position (Figure 1D). Time-lapse images of the planar view revealed that mature-sized spicules (>150 µm in our experimental conditions [13]) traveled dynamically, even as far as the opposite side of the sponge body (>1 mm; Figure 1E), and then those moved spicules became held up (Figures 1E and 1F; Movie S1) roughly in a circle (here designated a “circular row”). Note that more spicules became held up according to the growth of sponges, basically outside the circular row but not in a concentric manner (data not shown). The trajectories of the held-up spicules showed that spicules moved in the direction of their long axis, both forward and backward, and rather stochastically, except for their tendency to move toward the periphery of the sponge body, a tendency also shown by other cells in the mesohyl (inner body space) (Figures 1E and 1G). The spicule holding-up points (SHU points) in the circular row often showed similar spacing to each other in some parts of the body but were also often more randomly located (Figures 1E and 1G). Despite intense analysis of more than 200 trajectories of spicule movements such as those shown in Figure 1G and Movie S2, we could not find any obvious routes of spicule movement or rules about the distance between moving spicules. Furthermore, we could not find any rules about the order in which spicules are held up (such as “after a first spicule is held up, spicules are held up in
the farthest positions from the already held-up spicules, or at a certain distance from them”). These data clarified that spicules are transported before becoming held up, and thus where spicules become held up is distinct from where they were produced. Additionally, spicules appeared to become held up independently of each other, and it seemed unlikely that there was pre-patterning of where spicules should be held up.

A Specific Type of Cells, Designated “Transport Cells,” Mediates Spicule Movement

What, then, drove the movement of spicules? In bright-field time-lapse movies, we found that moving spicules, but not immobile spicules, had cells attached to their midpoint or slightly in front of it (Figure 2A; Movie S3). The dynamically changing morphology of the attached cell (or cells) suggested that they might mediate spicule transport (Movie S3). One candidate for these possible spicule-carrying cells was sclerocytes, which might move to where spicules would become held up and release the mature spicules there. Alternatively, one or more other types of cells might be involved. Until now, spicule-carrying cells have not been reported, although Norbert Weissenfels predicted them [15]. Serendipitously, we found that EflSoxB1 mRNA is expressed specifically in the group of cells attached near the middle of moving spicules, contrary to its expected expression in archeocytes (stem cells). Since introduction of genes to sponge cells has not yet succeeded, we instead performed combinatory time-lapse recording followed by whole-mount in situ hybridization (TLR-WISH) and thereby confirmed that EflSoxB1-expressing cells were attached to all of the mature-sized spicules that moved, but not to any immobile spicules (Figures 2B and 2C, magenta arrowheads and blue arrowheads, respectively). Fluorescent detection of WISH showed that multiple cells are attached around the middle of spicules (Figure 2D). The EflSoxB1-expressing cells attached to the spicules were clearly different from spicule-containing sclerocytes (expressing marker gene EflSlicateinM1) (Figures 2E and S1). Based on these data, we concluded that EflSoxB1-expressing cells are possible spicule-carrying cells and thus designated them “transport cells.”

Transport Cells Push a Carried Spicule through Outer Epithelia to Initiate Raising Up of the Pierced End of the Spicule

We then asked how spicules become held up. Time-lapse movies showed that the front ends of carried spicules are eventually raised up, and that even after a spicule’s front end becomes raised up, its basal
end moves for about 2–3 hr and finally becomes immobile (see trajectories in Figures 1E and 1G and Movies S1 and S2). Using confocal microscopy, we found that the front end of a carried spicule just at the edge of the mesohyl seemed to push forward (since the outer epithelia became deformed; Figure 3A, 0 min, 15 min), and finally about half of the spicule protruded through (pierced) the outer epithelia and was slightly raised up (Figure 3A, 30 min; Movie S4). TLR-WISH confirmed the EflSoxB1-expression in attached cells when the spicule started to pierce the outer epithelia (Figure 3B; Movie S5). EflSoxB1-expressing cells could not be detected on already raised-up spicules (data not shown), suggesting that EflSoxB1 expression might cease during spicule raising-up, or that transport cells might detach from raised-up spicules. Although further studies will be necessary to unveil the precise mechanisms involved, our results suggested that transport cells not only mediate spicule transport but also act in the unexpected “pierce” step that precedes the “raise up” step (Figure 3C).

Next we addressed whether the collagen matrix in which raised-up spicules are embedded is formed after spicules are raised up, or is preformed. For this, we examined whether mRNA expression of a short-chain collagen, EflColS1, occurs after spicules are raised up, or prior to it. We isolated and used EflColS1 for this purpose because it had been reported that in Ephydatia muelleri, a homologous short-chain collagen was expressed in basopinacocytes around held-up spicules, as shown by WISH with rather low resolution using radioisotope-labeled mRNA probe [18, 19]. First, we confirmed that EflColS1 is expressed in basopinacocytes arranged in rosette shape around the held-up spicules, showing the possible involvement of EflColS1 in “cementation” of skeletal spicules (Figures 3D and S2). TLR-WISH clarified that EflColS1 expression was induced after spicules were raised up, and that the number of EflColS1-expressing cells was increased (Figure 3E). These data also support the idea that there is no pre-patterning of future SHU points.

**Additional Spicules Are Carried on ENCM to Undergo “Transport-Pierce-Raise Up-Cementation” at the Top of a Spicule Forming the Skeleton**

We then addressed how additional spicules are carried and connected to the top of the already held-up spicules. Although we had initially hypothesized that additional spicules are carried up along (parallel to) the already held-up spicules, time-lapse videos revealed that additional spicules instead moved on the inner side of the endopinacoderm covering the mesohyl (abbreviated here as ENCM) to the top of the skeleton-constructing spicules (Figure 3F; Movie S6). By the same process as primary-spicule
holding-up ("transport-pierce-raise up-cementation"), additional spicules were connected basically in staggered tandem, and thus the spicule tract was elongated (Figure 3F). It also became clear that transport cells generally transported spicules on epithelium surrounding mesohyl (ENCMM+basopinacoderm) (Figure 4). The fact that some primary spicules suddenly appeared to adopt an approximately vertical angle and then become immobile (for example, trajectories 2, 6, and 11 in Figure 1G middle panel; Movie S2) indicates that primary spicules were transported on both basopinacoderm and ENCM from early developmental stages onward.

**DISCUSSION**

The majority of our knowledge to date about body skeleton construction has been based on vertebrates and arthropods, in which the pattern of where skeleton-producing cells aggregate or become aligned as epithelium is first formed during embryogenesis, and the skeleton is then formed in situ. In this study, we revealed that sponges evolved a conceptually different mode of skeleton construction, i.e., “transport” and “assembly” of spicules. Why did sponges evolve these unique skeleton construction methods? Sponges belong to a group of sessile organisms (including corals and plants) whose growth is plastic (i.e. largely depends on their microenvironment) [20-24] and indeterminate, with great morphological variations among individuals. The process of skeleton construction by spicule assembly we revealed here seemed to comprise the key mechanisms that adjust and link sponges’ skeleton construction to their plastic and indeterminate body growth. The key mechanisms are the division of labor of spicule manufacturers (sclerocytes), transporters (transport cells), and cementers (basopinacocytes and possibly unidentified spicule-coating collagen-expressing cells), and the step of “piercing of the outer epithelia by the carried spicule” (Figure 4). Since the known organization of spicules forming poles of skeletal frameworks in demosponges [10], and even in glass sponges (including *Euplectella* [7, 9]), can be explained by the connection of additional spicules using the “pierce” step revealed in this study, it seems highly possible that the mechanisms we revealed using *Ephydatia* are used generally in sponges. Many precise cellular and molecular mechanisms still remain to be elucidated, such as how transport cells can carry spicules, or how one end of pierced spicules is raised up. Additionally, one of the further questions that need to be answered is how sponges fine-tune
their skeleton construction according to conditions of their microenvironment, such as water flow or stiffness of the substratum, since it is reported that the growth form of marine sponges changes according to the water movement of their environment [20-23].

Intriguingly, our study revealed that the spiculous skeleton of sponges is a self-organized biological structure [25, 26] constructed by collective behaviors of individual cells. A chain of simple and mechanical reactions, “transport-pierce (by transport cells)-raise up (by yet unknown cells and/or mechanisms)-cementation (using collagenous matrix secreted by basopinacocytes and possibly by spicule-coating cells),” adds a spicule to the skeleton, and as a result of the iteration of these sequential behaviors of cells, the spiculous skeleton expands. As far as we know, this is the first report of collective behaviors of individual cells building a self-organized biological structure using non-cellular materials, like the collective behaviors of individual termites building mounds [27, 28]. Thus, our work not only sheds new light on skeleton formation in animals but also might inspire interdisciplinary studies in fields such as theoretical biology [20, 21], bioengineering [7, 9], robotics [28], and architectural engineering, utilizing mechanisms of self-constructing architectures that self-adjust to their environments, including remote environments such as the deep sea or space.
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Figure 1. Spicules Are Dynamically Moved and Then Held Up in Sponges

(A) Siliceous spicules are produced intracellularly in sclerocytes. (B) Gemmule hatching of *E. fluviatilis*. ap, apical pinacoderm; bp, basopinacoderm; ENCM, endoderm covering mesohyl; gc, gemmule coat; m, mesohyl; oe, outer epithelia; sc, subdermal cavity; st, spicule tract. Although when and how epithelia of sponges develop has not been clarified, the bodies of juvenile sponges are surrounded by epithelia, and at least by stage 2 we could distinguish ENCM and a subdermal cavity. After spicule tracts (“poles”) elongate, they are connected to other spicule tracts by spicules (“beams”). (C) Views from the side of sponges during gemmule hatching and a view from above (right panel). White arrowheads indicate skeleton-constructing spicules. (D) Captured images of time-lapse video taken from the side of a sponge. Arrowheads indicate primary spicules becoming held up. (E) Time-lapse images obtained from beneath a sponge. Solid arrowheads indicate moving mature-sized spicules. Open arrowheads indicate held-up spicules. See also Movie S1. (F) Illustration showing how a primary spicule moves before becoming held up. (G) Trajectories of the track-back of held-up spicules in z-projected time-lapse movies of three individual sponges are shown by colored lines. Numbered circles indicate order and positions in which spicules were held up. See also Movie S2.
Figure 2. A Spicule Is Carried by a Group of *EflSoxB1*-Expressing Cells

(A) A moving spicule (shaded yellow; magenta arrowhead) had attached cell(s) (shaded pink), but an immobile spicule (blue arrowhead) did not. See also Movie S3. (B) Time-lapse images obtained from beneath a sponge. Numbered magenta arrowheads indicate moving spicules; numbered blue arrowheads indicate immobile spicules. (C) Subsequent detection of *EflSoxB1* mRNA expression. Moved spicules had attached *EflSoxB1*-expressing cells around their midpoint. gc, gemmule coat. Because WISH images were taken from beneath sponges, blocking of the light beam by the gemmule coat and mesohyl cells produced some artifactual brown signals. (D) Groups of *EflSoxB1*-expressing cells (white arrowheads) were attached to spicules. (E) Dual-color fluorescence in situ hybridization showed that *EflSilicateinM1*-expressing sclerocytes (green, white-bordered arrowheads) and *EflSoxB1*-expressing cells (magenta, solid white arrowheads) are different cell types (see also Figure S1). Note that the sclerocyte on the left is slightly slanted vertically rather than lying flat.
Figure 3. Process of Spicule Holding Up and Building Up

(A) Spicules pierced the outer epithelia. Upper panels show confocal time-lapse images obtained from above a sponge, and lower panels show traced illustrations. Magenta arrowhead indicates group of cells attached to a spicule. Solid white arrowheads in upper panels and dashed blue lines in lower panels indicate the edge of the mesohyl (m). White lines in upper panels and solid blue lines in lower panels indicate the rim of the sponge body. See also Movie S4. (B) Last captured image of a time-lapse video showing a spicule that started to pierce the outer epithelia (left panel) and showing the EflSoxB1-expressing transport cells (magenta arrowheads) (right panel). Black arrowheads indicate the edge of the mesohyl; black line indicates rim of the sponge body. See also Movie S5. (C) Schematic drawing of spicule-pierce step. (D) WISH showing that basopinacocytes arranged in rosette shape around primary spicules express EflColS1 mRNA (magenta arrowheads; see also Figure S2). An example of more highly magnified signals in a rosette-shaped arrangement is shown in the upper right corner. (E) Left panels: last captured image of the time-lapse video (upper left panel) and subsequent detection of EflColS1 mRNA (lower left panel). Magenta-bordered white arrowhead indicates a transported spicule near the mesohyl’s edge. White-bordered magenta arrowheads indicate raised-up spicules (left: just raised up, right: 80 min after raised up). Solid magenta arrowhead indicates the spicule 75 min after the basal end became immobile. Right panel: schematic drawings showing EflColS1 expression as a spicule becomes held up. (F) Time-lapse images obtained from the side (upper panels) with traced illustrations (lower panels). An additional spicule moves up along the inner side of the ENCM to near the top of an already held-up spicule. See also Movie S6.
Figure 4. Spicule Transport and Iteration of Sequential Steps Construct the Skeleton of Demosponges Spicule by Spicule

Upper panel: transport cells carry spicules stochastically on the epithelium surrounding mesohyl (basopinacoderm and ENCM). Primary spicules are transported on either basopinacoderm or ENCM, but additional spicules are transported exclusively on ENCM to the top of a skeleton-constructing spicule. Lower panel: the principles of spiculous skeleton construction in demosponges revealed in this study were division of labor of spicule “production,” “transport,” and “cementation,” and the iteration of linked sequential steps of “transport,” “pierce,” “raise up,” and “cementation.” Transport cells act in “transport” and “pierce,” and possibly in “raise up”; basopinacocytes around the basal end of the raised-up spicules act in “cementation” of primary spicules. The cells that act in “cementation” of additional spicules remain to be identified in future studies.
To see Supplemental Movies, please check Current Biology 25:1-6 (2015)

**Movie S1. Dynamic Movement of Spicules inside the Sponge Body, Related to Figure 1E.**
Time-lapse movie showing the movement of fluorescently visualized spicules. Since Rhodamine 123 is incorporated into spicules and mitochondria, cells in the mesohyl were also visualized. First round: The moving spicules are indicated by colored arrowheads for ease of visualization of their movement. After spicules are held up, they are indicated by open arrowheads. Second round: The movement of spicules that became held up during the time-lapse recording was tracked. Time is compressed 6,000×.

**Movie S2. Example of the Analysis of Trajectories of Spicules and the Order in which They Were Held Up, Related to Figure 1G.**
Middle specimen. Z-projected time-lapse movie of specifically visualized spicules. Time is compressed 3,000×.

**Movie S3. A Moving Spicule Has Attached Cells, Related to Figure 2A.**
60 min time-lapse movie of bright-field images of a juvenile sponge taken from beneath the sponge. Spicule that was moving is shaded yellow, and attached cell(s) are shaded magenta for ease of visualization. Time is compressed 1,200×.

**Movie S4. A Spicule Pierces through the Outer Epithelia before Its Front End Is Raised Up, Related to Figure 3A.**
30 min time-lapse movie of phase-contrast confocal images of a juvenile sponge taken from above. The edge of the mesohyl can be recognized as the border between in-focus pinacoderm and out-of-focus mesohyl. Time is compressed 600×.

**Movie S5. The Transported Spicule Starts to Pierce Outer Epithelia before Fixation for WISH, Related to Figure 3B.**
57 min time-lapse movie of merged images of bright field and the fluorescently visualized spicules showing sponge body (bright field) and spicules (shaded magenta). Time is compressed 1,800×.

**Movie S6. Building Up the Spiculous Skeleton: View Obtained from the Side of a Juvenile Sponge, Related to Figures 1D and 3F.**
24 hr time-lapse movie taken during spiculous skeleton construction. Left: the movement of spicules fluorescently visualized using 100 ng/ml TMRM (20 ng/ml TMRM during video recording). Right: bright-field image of the growing juvenile sponge from stages 2 to 5. Note that additional spicules approach already held-up spicules at an angle, and during later stages it can clearly be seen that additional spicules are carried along the inner side of the ENCM. Time is compressed 3,000×.
Supplemental Figures

Figure S1 related to Figure 2
Figure S1. \textit{EflSilicateinM1}-expressing sclerocytes and \textit{EflSoxB1}-expressing cells are different cell types

(A) Bootstrap support values are displayed. Species names: Ami, \textit{Acropora millepora}; Amq, \textit{Amphimedon queenslandica}; Cin, \textit{Ciona intestinalis}; Cte, \textit{Chironomus tentans}; Efl, \textit{Ephydatia fluviatilis}; Gdo, \textit{Gallus domesticus}; Hsa, \textit{Homo sapiens}; Lco, \textit{Leucosolenia complicata}; Mbr, \textit{Monoshiga brevicollis}; Mm, \textit{Mus musculus}; Ncr, \textit{Neurospora crassa}; Nve, \textit{Nematostella vectensis}; Omy, \textit{Oncorhynchus mykis}; Sci, \textit{Sycon ciliatum}; Spo, \textit{Saccharomyces pombe}; Xla, \textit{Xenopus laevis}. (B) Bright field images of a sclerocyte (left, green arrowhead) and of a group of transport cells (right, magenta arrowhead). (C) \textit{EflSoxB1} mRNA expression is not detected in sclerocytes (upper left) but is detected in transport cells (upper right). Conversely, \textit{EflSilicateinM1} mRNA expression is detected in sclerocytes (lower left) but not in transport cells (lower right). (D) Table: Number of counted \textit{EflSilicateinM1}-expressing sclerocytes or \textit{EflSoxB1}-expressing groups of cells (presumably transport cells) attached to spicules. *One group of presumptive transport cells attached to one spicule was counted as one group.
Figure S2 related to Figure 3D

Figure S2. *EflColS1* expression around the held-up spicules.

(A) *EflColS1* mRNA expression in basopinacocytes arranged in rosette-shape around a spicule (left, magenta arrowheads) with control using sense probe of *EflColS1* (right). (B) Upper panels: *EflColS1* expression in basopinacocytes arranged in rosette-shape around fluorescently visualised held-up spicule. Lower panels: control using sense probe of *EflColS1*. Held-up spicules: white bordered magenta arrowheads.
Supplemental Experimental Procedures

Biological samples
Gemmule-bearing sponges (*E. fluviatilis*) were collected in Ibaraki and Okayama prefectures, Japan. Gemmules attached to adult sponge tissue were stored in distilled water in the dark at 4°C.

Cultivation
Gemmules were isolated and cultured as described previously[1].

Fluorescent visualization of spicules
Rhodamine 123 (Life Technologies) or TMRM (tetramethylrhodamine methyl ester perchlorate) (Life Technologies), was used to fluorescently label spicules via deposition with SiO₂ and incorporation into siliceous spicules during their production. Juvenile sponges were cultured in M-medium with 2 mg/ml Rhodamine 123 or 20-200 ng/ml TMRM. We used TMRM (except in the experiment in Figure 1E and 2B) because TMRM specifically visualizes spicules (there is almost no TMRM incorporation in mitochondria in mesohyl cells).

Time-lapse video recording from beneath sponges
Sponges grown on glass-bottomed culture dishes (Matsunami) in M-medium with 2 mg/ml Rhodamine 123 (Life Technologies) or 200 ng/ml TMRM (Life Technologies) were used. Images were obtained using an IX-82 or IX-83 fluorescent microscopy system (Olympus), and confocal images for the time-lapse video shown in Figure 3A were obtained using a Nikon A1 confocal microscope at room temperature. For time-lapse recording with multiple Z-planes, 20 ng/ml TMRM was used. The intervals of the time-lapse recording were 10 minutes for Movies S1 (Figure 1E), 5 minutes for Movie S2 (Figure 1G), 2 minutes for Movie S3 (Figure 2A) and Movie S6 (Figure 3, 1 minute for Movie S4 (Figure 3A), and 3 minutes for Movie S5 (Figure 3B). The trajectory of one end of a moving spicule was determined by tracing back the movement of the basal end of the held-up spicule using ImageJ (NIH). Movie S2 was edited using Premier software (Adobe).

Time-lapse video recording from the side of sponges
Sponges were grown very near the edge of a microscope slide, and lateral images were obtained from the side using a mirror, with an angle of 135°. To obtain slightly stronger signals of thinner spicules in early developmental stages, sponges were grown in M-medium with 100 ng/ml TMRM, and shifted to M-medium with 20 ng/ml TMRM for time-lapse recording. Time-lapse recording was performed every 2 minutes using an IX83 (Olympus).
Isolation of EflCollagenS1 and EflSoxB1
Short-chain collagen (Ef_g5w_327G19; EflCollagenS1) and SoxB homolog (Ef_g5W_406_C02; EflSoxB1) ESTs were obtained from our EST library of 5-day-old whole juvenile sponges[S1]. To obtain the full coding sequence of EflCollagenS1, we performed 5’RACE using Ef_g5w_327G19 and SMART™ according to the manufacturer’s instructions. PCR primers:
5’-CGAGGCGCAACTGGCCAGAACGGTGC-3’ and 5’-GACGCAGGCCAAACCTGGAGAGCAAGGTC-3’.

The 5’RACE product encoded a 463-amino acid ("AA") sequence sharing 69% identity (201/209 AAs) with the sequence encoded by the partial mRNA of a short-chain collagen of Ephydatia muelleri[18,19], so we designated this gene EflCollagenS1.

Our Ef_g5W_406_C02 (EflSoxB1) EST clone encoded a predicted protein of 420 AAs that included an HMG domain. Phylogenetic analysis performed using PhyML[S2] according to Fotunato et al.[S3] indicated that Ef_g5W_406_C02 encoded a SoxB-type transcription factor (Figure S1A). Plasmids containing as insert Ef_g5W_327G19 (a 1075-bp cDNA) or Ef_g5W_406_C02-1277 (a 1277-bp cDNA produced by deleting the polyT sequence in the 3’UTR of Ef_g5W_406_C02) between the EcoRI and XhoI sites of pBluescript SK (+) (BD Bioscience Clontech) were used as templates to prepare cRNA probes. Both EST clones were cut with EcoRI for anti-sense cRNA probe synthesis, or with XhoI for sense cRNA probe synthesis.

Whole-mount in situ hybridization
Whole-mount in situ hybridization was performed as reported[13, S1] except that we used peroxidase-conjugated streptavidin (Perkin Elmer) instead of the peroxidase-conjugated anti-biotin antibody which we had reported using in [13].

Accession numbers, EflSoxB1: AB976525; EflColS1: AB976524.
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